
Proposal rules of constitution drinks 
Organisation of Study associations 
 
  
On the OS GMA on the 28th of September the study associations agreed to make a 
document on constitution drinks to combine our agreements and current vision on 
constitution drinks. This document will be discussed on the upcoming GMA. Next to this, 
some associations wanted an extra document with specific guidelines on constitution drinks. 
This document will then be sent to all new candidate boards ensuring that every new board 
is aware of the unwritten guidelines on constitutions drinks. We are not sure if all the study 
associations agree to use such a document. As S&T representatives we want to know the 
opinion of the GMA on this extra document and the content it represents. 
 
The structure of the document will be as followed: 
After a short introduction expressing the reason why the document was created in the first 
place, two different sets of rules will be listed. 
The first set of ‘rules’ will be real rules from which the study associations cannot stray. This 
will be rules set by the University or rules every single study association agrees on. This 
includes, but is not limited to: Who can ‘bras’ and who not, how many ERTs (BHV’ers) are 
required and what kind of items may be ‘brassed’. 
The second set of ‘rules’ will be more like guidelines and tips. This are things every 
association should think about but can differentiate on. This can for example be the door 
policy or at what time the drink exactly ends. 
  
We as S&T would like to know if there is an interest in such a document. Please tell us if you 
agree or disagree by sending an email to tnw-vooroverleg@os.utwente.nl. Any ideas 
regarding this document may also be send to this email. 
  
Thank you beforehand 
 
S&T faculty representatives  


